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Abstract

The choice of the model to be used in the analysis of the reliability of a

space nuclear power system depends on the failure process that is assumed and on the

availability of suitable models for treating this process. The process by which a

system can fail consists oi a sequence of potentially realizable events (e.g.,

component, subsystem, and system failures). An event such as a component failure

depends upon the phenomena that can cause the event and affect the time at which the

event occurs. Examples of such phenomena are demand failure, i.e., failure of a

component to operate when it is first turned on; run failure, i.e., failure that

occurs after the component has been operating for some period of time; and component

repair, i.e., an activity that, if completed within a certain period of time after a

failure, can be regarded as restoring the component to operational status without

imperiling the operation of the subsystem of which it is a part.

Each of these phenomena—demand failure, run failure, and repair—may be mani-

fested in more than one way. For example, a component run failure may, depending

upon the complexity of the component, take the form of one or another of many pos-

sible failure modes (e.g., a fuse blows, a shorted circuit develops, a bearing

fails, etc.) If a particular phenomenon can be manifested in only one mode, no

choice of mode is possible: The choice is deterministic. If more than one mode is

possible and these modes can be unconditionally manifested, a choice can be made,
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and the choice can be made probabilistically. This is not, however, the case when

more than one mode is possible and these modes are conditionally determined, i.e.,

when the choice of mode is dependent on the mode of a phenomenon manifested in a

previous event (e.g., the mode of repair of a component is determined by the mode of

failure). In this situation, no choice is possible because the choice is

predetermined.

The models that can be used to fr -'-̂ c estimates of the reliability of nuclear

power systems operate at many difff-n.r.t levels of sophistication. The least-

sophisticated models treat failure processes that entail only time-independent

phenomena (such as demand failure). More advanced models treat processes that also

include time-dependent phenomena such as run failure and possibly repair. However,

many of these dynamic models are deficient in some respects because they either

disregard the time-dependent phenomena that cannot be expressed in closed-form

analytic terms or because they treat these phenomena in quasi-static terms.

The next level of sophistication requires a dynamic modeling approach that

incorporates not only procedures for treating all significant time-dependent pheno-

mena but also procedures for treating these phenomena when they are conditionally

linked or characterized by arbitrarily selected probability distributions. The

level of sophistication that is required is provided by a dynamic, Monte Carlo

modeling approach. A computer code that uses a dynamic, Monte Carlo modeling

approach is Q-GERT (Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique—with Queueing), and

the present study has demonstrated the feasibility of using Q-GERT for modeling

time-dependent, unconditionally and conditionally linked phenomena that are charac-

terized by arbitrarily selected probability distributions.
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Introduction

In reliability analyses of nuclear reactor safety systems, time-dependent phenomena

(such as component failure during operation and the ensuing repair activity) are

often disregarded or treated quasi-statically because the time dependencies involved

are not amenable to closed-form analytic formulation. In addition, conditional

phenomena (such as a failure mode that depends on the failure mode in a previous

event) and phenomena that must be characterized by arbitrary probability distribu-

tions are often ignored. This paper reports the initial explication of the computer

program Q-GERT (Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique—with Queueing) , an

existing code that uses dynamic Monte Carlo modeling, to reactor safety-system

simulation and analysis. Using Q-GERT with its Monte Carlo techniques, the above

shortcomings can, in principle, be dealt with, and the analysis can be elevated from

the level of a reliability analysis to that of a maintainability analysis. This new

application of Q-GERT, called the Maintainability Analysis Procedure (MAP), is

illustrated by simulating and evaluating the behavior of a simple safety system as

this system is subjected to each of four possible failure processes. These pro-

cesses are distinguished by the number and complexity of the included phenomena, and

the effects on estimates of the probability of system failure are shown to be sig-

nificant as the processes become more complex.

As is shown in Figure 1, MAP is better suited to situations requiring a dynamic,

2 3 3 4
Monte Carlo approach than are the models—SETS, PREP, and KITT —that have

previously been used in reliability analyses of reactor safety systems. The poten-

tial usefulness of MAP is made apparent by comparing MAP with the other dynamic

model, KITT. Time dependencies that are amenable to description by exponential

probability functions can be treated by KITT but, unlike MAP, KITT cannot readily

model arbitrary probability distributions or, more importantly, conditional depen-

dencies such as conditional failure and conditional repair.
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Figure 1. Models for Analyses of Reactor Safety-System Performance

MAP Simulations of a Simplified Safety System

A Safety System and Failure Processes

The application of Q-GERT in the form of MAP and the types of simulations and

analyses that can be done with MAP can be illustrated through the description of a

simple reactor safety system and of four possible failure processes that determine

the behavior of the system. Consider the safety system that is shown in Figure 2

along with the fault tree that portrays the logic of the system's operation. The

Boolean statement of system failure that is made just below the fault tree shows

that system S fails if either subsystem X or subsystem Y fails, because these two

subsystems are in series. Components C and D of subsystem Y are also in series, so

Y fails if either C or D fails; however, components A and B of subsystem X are in

parallel, so X fails only if both A and B fail. The individual components of this

system must be specified so that the assumed probability distributions for the time

intervals for failure and repair can be based upon available data. Thus, components

A and B are assumed to be diesel generators, C is assumed to be a pump, and D is an
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Figure 2. A Reactor Safety System and its Logic (Fault) Tree

The five phenomena previously discussed—demand failure, run failure, repair,

conditional run failure, and conditional repair--can be incorporated in the simula-

tion of the operation of this safety system. In the present study, these phenomena

are variously combined into four processes that are labeled according to the pheno-

mena they include:

Process 1: Demand Failures Only,

Process 2: Demand and Run Failures,

Process 3: Pemand and Run Failures with Repair, and

Process 4: Demand and Conditional/Unconditional Run Failures with

Conditional/Unconditional Repair.

Note that Processes 2, 3, and 4 each build upon the previous process by including an

additional level of complexity. Thus, the investigation of these four processes can

serve to illustrate that MAP has the capability to (1) model increasing levels of

complexity and (2) to demonstrate the effects of including increasingly complex

sh»nor.6?.a or. estimates of system reliability.



g-GERT Networks

The key to using MAP lies in understanding the Q-GERT networks that are used to

represent the system as it is subjected to the four processes being considered. The

fault tree for the safety system (Figure 2) shows the topology of the system, i.e.,

the set of logical relationships among the components of the system. This topology

is then combined with the appropriate phenomena (from the five phenomena listed

previously) to construct the Q-GERT networks for Processes 1 through 4 that are

shown in Figures 3 through 6. It is a simple matter then to translate each network

into a series of computer input cards that describe the network and the parameters

that apply to the network. A complete discussion of tha construction of networks

and the translation of these networks into appropriate computer inputs is beyond the

scope of this discussion, but these topics are addressed in Reference 6.

The functioning of the Q-GERT networks can best be illustrated by examining the

salient features of the networks for each of the four processes, beginning with

those of the network for the simplest process, Process 1.

Process 1 Network — The network for Process 1 exhibits most of the primary

features of all Q-GERT networks (Figure 3). The network constitutes a graphical

representation of a process consisting of a time-varying sequence of events, activi-

ties, and decisions. It consists of nodes and branches through which transactions

(i.e., signals that the system is operating or has failed) flow. Branches represent

activities (e.g., run and, in later processes, repair), and the nodes of various

shapes represent events (e.g., component failure and, in later processes, component

repair completed) that end activities and points at which decisions are made regard-

ing further routing of a transaction. The key to understanding the operation of the

network lies in understanding what is symbolized by the various shapes of the nodes

and what is represented by the numbers or symbols on the lefthand sides of the



Figure 3-. Process 1 Network - Demand Failures Only

Figure 4. Process 2 Network - Demand and Run Failures



Figure 5. Process 3 Network - Demand and Run Failures with Repair
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Figure 6. Process 4 Subnetwork - Demand and
Conditional/Unconditional Run Failures with
Conditional/Unconditional Repair



nodas. The numbers on the righthand sides of the nodes are simply the designation

numbers of the nodes; for example, the node in the upper lefthand corner of Figure 3

is node 11. Also note that the same node (e.g., nodes 8, 9, and 10 in Figure 3) may

appear more than once in a single network because of the limitations of representing

the network in two dimensions; it is the same node no matter how often it appears.

To initiate a simulation in Figure 3, four simultaneous transactions for Pro-

cess 1 are generated at source nodes 11, 21, 31, and 41 (designated as source nodes

by the sawtooth lines on the input side). The numbers on the lefthand side of these

nodes show that they require zero incoming transactions to release the node ini-

tially and one incoming transaction to release the node subsequent, to a previous

release: Release of a node causes a transaction to be passed on from the node. The

shape of these source nodes (triangular on the right side) indicates that branching

from them is probabilistic; that is, a transaction is routed along one branch (demand

start) or the other (demand failure) depending upon the result of comparing a random

number (drawn from a uniform distribution) between zero and one to a probability Q.

The values of Q (probability of failure per demand) for all four components and the

source of these values are listed in Tables 1 and 2 for all four processes. All

activities in Process 1 take zero time; System S either starts or fails to start.

To end a simulation, either failure or success must be determined and noted.

At the end of the demand-start activity (zero duration), transactions arrive at

regular nodes 12, 22, 32, and 42, which are released initially and subsequently by

"1" incoming transaction (see Figure 3). The shape of these nodes (semicircle on

the right) indicates that branching is deterministic, i.e., transactions are passed

on along all branches emanating from these nodes. The start transactions of sub-

system X (A and B) are passed on to regular node 8, and those of subsystem Y (C and

D) are passed on to regular node 9. Nodes 8 and 9 are placed in the network to



TABLE I

VALUES FOR INPUT PARAMETERS FOR PROCESSES 1, 2, AND 3"

COMPONENT

DIESEL A

DIESEL B

PUMP C
ELECTRIC MOTOR D

Q
DEMAND

3 x 10~2

3 x 10~2

1 0 - 3

3 x 10" 4

1/X
RUN

3 x 10~3 /hr

3 x 10"3 /hr

10"3 /hr

10"3 /hr

1//xb

REPAIR

1/hr

1/hr

1/hr

5 x 10"1 /hr

REF5

RSS III - 47

RSS III - 47

RSS III - 45

RSS II! - 47

"ASSUMES SUBSYSTEM X (A AND B) MUST BE DOWN FOR AN AVERAGE OF 1 HOUR
OR SUBSYSTEM Y (C AND D) FOR AN AVERAGE OF 2 HOURS FOR SYSTEM S TO FAIL.

bCOEFFICIENT OF VARIATION = 1/3

TABLE 2

VALUES FOR INPUT PARAMETERS FOR PROCESS 4a

COMPONENT

PUMP C

ELECTRIC MOTOR D

DIESEL A

DIESEL B

Q
DEMAND

TABLE 1

TABLE 1

1/X RUN

MODE lb

10"3 /hr

1CT3/hr

MODE Hb

5 x 10"4 /hr

5 x 10"3 /hr

1 > REPAIR

MODE lc MODE llc

TABLE 1

1/hr 5 x 10"1 /hr

TABLE 1

"ASSUMES EITHER SUBSYSTEM X OR SUBSYSTEM Y MUST BE DOWN FOR AN AVERAGE
OF 2 HOURS FOR SYSTEM S TO FAIL.

bASSUMES THAT THE PUMP RUN-FAILURE MODES I AND II ARE EQUALLY PROBABLE. MOTOR
RUN-FAILURE MODES I AND II ARE CONTINGENT ON PUMP RUN-FAILURE MODES I AND II.

'MODE I MOTOR REPAIR IS CONDITIONAL ON MODE I PUMP FAILURE; MODE II MOTOR
REPAiH, ON MODE II PUMP FAILURE.
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reflect the logic of the fault tree. Whereas a single transaction, arriving at node

8 from either node 12 or node 22, will release node 8 initially (indicating that at

least one diesel is operating), subsequent transactions from nodes 12 or 22 will not

be passed on to sink node 10 because they must be infinite in number (as indicated

in Figure 3) to cause a subsequent release. Sink node 10 (designated by the saw-

tooth lines exiting the node) is released, signaling system success, when a pair of

transactions arrives. Were it possible for the pair to come fron subsystem X, sink

node 10 would be released, but this release would not necessarily indicate that the

system is operating. (Subsystem Y might have failed.)

Node 9 serves as an AND gate and is released only with the arrival, initially

and subsequently, of a pair of transactions. Release of node 9, then, corresponds

to the running of both pump and motor. The arrival of a pair of transactions—one

from node 8 and one from node 9—releases node 10, thereby signaling the end of one

complete simulation of Process 1 during which both pump and motor and at least one

diesel do not fail.

At the end of the demand-failure activity (zero duration) shown in Figure 3,

transactions arrive at regular nodes 13, 23, 33, and 43. Branching is determin-

istic, and transactions are routed to regular nodes 5 and 6. Node 6 is released by

the arrival of at least one transaction both initially and at all subsequent times.

Thus, in consonance with the logic of the system, node 6 acts as an OR gate for fail

transactions that originate with the pump and motor. Node 5, however, acts as an

AND gate, requiring two transactions initially and subsequently in order to be

released. Consequently, only when node 5 receives a pair of fail transactions,

indicating failure of both diesels, will a fail transaction be passed on to node 7.

Node 7 is also a sink node, and only one fail transaction, from either subsystem X

11



or subsystem Y, is required to release it. Consequently, the release of sink node 7

signals system failure.

For Process 1, the release of either node 7 or node 10 completes each simu-

lation, and data (the cumulative count of the number of system successes and system

failures) for multiple simulations, or runs, are gathered at these two nodes. For

this purpose, nodes 7 and 10 act not only as sink nodes but also as statistics nodes.

With the completion of the specified number of runs, the output summary will display

the number of system successes (from node 10) and system failures (from node 7).

Process 2 Network — Figure 4 shows the Process 2 Q-GERT network, which incor-

porates both demand and run failures. This network reflects a simple modification

of the Process 1 network to incorporate the dependence of the system upon the opera-

ting times of the components.

The modification of the network to include the possibility of run failure has

two important aspects. First, for each component, it introduces into the network an

activity (labeled run failure) that is associated with a nonzero time interval. As

a result, an expanded criterion is used for ending a simulation. A simulation will

be ended when either of the following conditions occurs: (1) node 7 is released,

indicating system failure, or (2) the time of arrival of a transaction at a node

equals or exceeds a user-specified total simulation time, i.e., a maximum allowable

*
operating time for the system. Second, because of the time-dependent activity, the

release of a node is contingent not only upon a count of the arriving transactions

but also upon the expected (scheduled) arrival times of the transactions at the

node.

*
In this study a total simulation time of 20 hours was deemed as sufficient to
allow adequate development of the trends represented by the cumulative fail-
ure probability curves for Processes 2, 3, and 4.
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For each transaction, the scheduled arrival time is the sum of (1) the time

interval required for the completion of the last activity that the transaction

encountered and (2) the accumulated time for all previous activities to which the

transaction was subjected. An accumulated time is one of the possible attributes of

a transaction (initially this time attribute was the start time); this attribute is

updated when the last activity is completed and the node at which the transaction

arrives is released.

Assuming all components start, the expected times of arrival for the four

transactions at nodes 12, 22, 32, and 42 are all zero (see Figure 4). The time

intervals for the run-failure activities (42,43), (32,33), (22,23), and (12,13) are

obtained by Monte Carlo sampling of exponential probability distributions that are

characterized by the values of 1A listed in Table 1. In this sampling procedure,

the probability of run failure for a component is determined by the generation of a

random number (drawn from a uniform distribution) between zero and one. The time

interval to failure is then the time, as determined from the exponential distribu-

tion, that corresponds to this probability. Use of an exponential distribution to

determine the time interval to (first) run failure is based on the assumption that

the probability of failure is proportional to the duration of operation. There is

no compelling requirement for using the exponential in preference to any other

particular distribution. With different assumptions, different distributions might

be used. Within Q-GERT a wide variety of probability distribution functions are

available, and, if need be, the user can construct and use his own empirical

distributions.

The explicit form of the exponential probability distribution used here

is (e )A with mean X. and variance \2.

13



An event calendar now contains four expected arrival times corresponding to the

four time-to-run-failure intervals. The current cumulative simulation time, t , is
c

equated to the least of these four expected arrival times, i.e., the simulation time

is advanced from zero to the earliest scheduled event. If t is equal to or greater
c

than the user-specified total simulation time (e.g., 20 hours), the system operating

time is greater than the time of interest, and the simulation ends. If t is less
c

than 20 hours, and if the node to which the transaction is directed can be released,

then the event is removed from the calendar upon release of the node. The tasks

associated with node release are performed, and the end-of-activity event for the

ensuing activity is scheduled. As long as the earliest scheduled time on the event

calendar is less than the user-specified total simulation time, the system can fail

only by the release of either node 6 (by a single transaction) or node 5 (by a pair

of transactions). When either of these events occurs, a transaction is routed to

sink node 7, the node is released, and the time of system failure is marked.

The output summary for Process 2 will display the statistics for component

failure (from statistics nodes 13, 23, 33, and 43), those for subsystem failure

(from statistics nodes 5 and 6), and those for system failure (from sink node 7).

Process 3 Network — The maintainability network for Process 3 is shown in

Figure 5. Because Process 3 may be regarded as Process 2 with repair added, demand

failures and run failures are characterized exactly as they are in Process 2, with

the same values of Q and 1A (listed in Table 1). By adding the possibility of

repair in Process 3, an additional node and two activities (branches) are added to

the Q-GERT network for each component in the system. In addition, the activities

associated with the branches from the subsystems (i.e., from nodes 5 and 6) to sink

node 7 are no longer regarded as zero-time activities. These activities determine

the length of time that a subsystem may be inoperative without jeopardizing the

entire system.
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Each of the activities, (5,7) or (6,7), is assumed to be characterized by a

normal probability distribution NO(X) or HO(Y) of the time interval, At , for the

activity. The normal probability distribution NO(X) characterizing activity (5,7)

has a mean of 1 hour and a "window" (maximum allowable minus minimum time interval)

of 1 hour; the distribution NO(Y) characterizing activity (6,7) has a mean of 2

hours and a window of 2 hours. Assigning these values to the parameters of the

distributions is equivalent to specifying the average repair times and the ranges

for the maximum repair times that can be tolerated in subsystems X and Y without

causing the system to fail. For example, subsystem Y may be "down" for an average

of 2 hours (for as much as from 1 to 3 hours) without causing system failure.

A repair time interval At is obtained by sampling the appropriate distribution
R

in the manner previously described for sampling an exponential distribution to

determine a particular run-failure time interval. Repair activities are assumed to

be characterized by normal probability distributions NO(A) NO(D) of the repair

time intervals. Values of the parameters 1/p. for these distributions are given in

Xable 1.

A single transaction can release node 14, 24, 34, or 44, and therefore an event

representing completion of repair is scheduled at one of these nodes when its

antecedent node is released. This event is scheduled at time t + At • If node 5
c R

or 6 can be released, a transaction is routed to node 7. Because a single trans-

action releases node 7, the time interval At for the activity (5,7) or (6,7) is

obtained, and the system failure event at node 7 is scheduled at t + At .

The next event to be removed from the event calendar is determined by whichever

is less, the time t + At or the time t + At . Thus, if t + At is less than t
c R c F c F c

+ At , the system fails: The event is removed (sink node 7 is released) from the
R

calendar, and the simulation ends because the time for repair of subsystem X or Y is
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too great. On the other hand, if t + At is greater than t + At , the subsystem
C F C R

is still operational, and the event for node 14, 24, 34, or 44 (repair complete) is

removed from the calendar.

When subsystem repair is timely, the event at node 7 must also be removed from

the event calendar, but without causing system failure, and this is done by stopping

ongoing activity (5,7) or (6,7). Otherwise, the system can be failed (erroneously)

when all components are running, simply because the event scheduled at node 7 is the

earliest event on the calendar. To avert an erroneous failure, the user function

UF(X) or UF(Y) is used to stop the activity (5,7) or (6,7) and to permit thereby the

scheduling of an event at node 12, 22, 32, or 42. Functions such as UF(X) and UF(Y)

can be written by the user, making use of subroutines that exist within the Q-GERT

library.

If the simulation time, which is equated to the earliest (next) scheduled event

on the network calendar (it could be the scheduled time for system failure), equals

or exceeds the user-specified simulation time, the simulation ends without a system

failure. Data are collected at sink node 7 and at specified statistics nodes for

all simulations, as in Process 2. In addition, nodes 14, 24, 34, and 44—the end-

of-repair-event nodes—provide data on the time intervals for repair whether these

repairs are successful or not.

Process 4 Network — By the inclusion of conditional run failures and condi-

tional repairs in the subsystem Y portion of the Process 3 network, the maintaina-

bility subnetwork shown in Figure 6 results. The Process 4 network consists of this

subnetwork plus the subsystem X portion from Process 3. In Process 4, all the

features of Process 3 are retained except those that are modified by the inclusion

of conditional run failures and conditional repairs, as noted in the following.

16



In the subnetwork of Figure 6, unconditional run failure and repair (of the

pump) and conditional run failure and repair (of the motor) are possible. Uncon-

ditional run failure of the pump can be manifested in two different failure modes,

each of which is characterized by an exponential distribution but with different

parameters (mean times to failure). The run-failure mode for the puntp is determined

probabilistically. Unconditional repair of the pump can be carried out in but one

mode, and so repair of the pump is deterministic.

Conditional run failure and conditional repair of the electric motor are each

manifested in two different modes. The two failure modes are characterized by two

exponential distributions; the two repair modes are characterized by two normal

distributions. Unlike the unconditional phenomena, however, the mode of run failure

and the mode of repair of the motor are conditionally linked to the mode of failure

of the pump. Consequently, these modes are predetermined. When the pump exhibits

an unconditional mode I run failure, then conditional modes of motor failure and

repair (designated mode I failure and mode I repair) are invoked, and the time-

dependent run failure and repair probabilities for the motor take the form of an

exponential distribution with X = \ and a normal distribution with n = (i » respec-

tively. If the pump fails by another mechanism (designated unconditional mode II

failure), then conditional motor failure and repair (designated mode II failure and

mode II repair) are called for, and \ = \ and n = u

Based on the foregoing considerations, the following modifications of the

subsystem Y portion of Figure 5 (Process 3) are made to produce Figure 6 (Process

4):

1. The pump run-failure activity of Process 3 is replaced by two run-failure

activities. These activities are characterized by exponential probability

distributions (values for the 1A parameter are in Table 2) that are

17



accessed by user functions UF(C,I) and UF(C,II). To accommodate this modi-

fication, deterministic node 32 is replaced by probabilistic node 32.

2. For the motor, provision is made to replace the normal mode I run-failure

activity with the mode II run-failure activity if mode II pump failure is

selected. User function UF(C,II) brings about this replacement at the time

mode II pump failure is selected. The appropriate values of the parameter

1A that are used to determine the time intervals to mode I and mode II

motor failure are shown in Table 2..

3. Motor-repair activity is carried out in mode II if the pump (and hence the

motor) fails in mode II; otherwise, motor repair is carried out in mode I.

The values of '\/p for the respective normal distributions are listed in

Table 2. This modification is brought about by replacing deterministic

node 43 with conditional take-all node 43. Release of this node always

routes transactions to nodes 6 and 44, but the branch that is selected for

sending a transaction to node 44 is determined by a numeric attribute of

the transaction. In addition to the standard accumulated-time attribute,

each transaction from node 42 carries s numeric attribute, the value of

which is determined by the pump failure mode. (The value of this numeric

attribute for each transaction generated at source node 41 is one.) This

value is set equal to two whenever user function UF(C,II) is invoked, i.e.,

whenever mode II pump failure is selected. It is set equal to one by

UF(C,I) when mode I pump failure is selected.

With the exception of the parameters for NO(X) and NO(Y.}, all other user func-

tions and distributions are unchanged from Process 3. In Process 4, the mean for

both distributions is 2 hours. The window for NO(X) is 4 hours, and the window for

NO(Y) is 2 hours. As with the other processes considered, the output summary pro-

vides data from each statistics node and the sink node.
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Process 4 illustrates the flexibility that can be achieved through the use of

user functions that can be tailored to handle conditional phenomena. More complex

networks that include additional dependencies can be handled by essentially the same

techniques.

MAP Simulation Results

A summary of the results for the four processes is shown in Figure 7. For each

selected time value on the graph, the corresponding cumulative probability of system

failure represented by each individual plot was obtained by averaging the mean

cumulative system-failure probabilities that were obtained from each set of 1000

*
or more simulations (runs).

Figure 7 shows that significantly different results are obtained by including

different time-dependent phenomena in the maintainability analyses. The differences

in the results are clear cut, notwithstanding the effects due to sample size. The

primary goal of these analyses was to show and compare the general trends in the

results for the four processes. Therefore, no special effort was made to determine

the sample size needed to ensure statistical convergence of the results for each

**
process. For the analysis of real systems, however, the sample size providing

stability in the results would need to be determined for each process because the

proper sample size will depend on the complexity of the process considered.

The curve for demand failures only (Process 1) overestimates safety-system

reliability, whereas the curve for demand and run failures (Process 2) is probably

*
Using a CDC 6600, a set of 1000 simulations of a single process required an
average of 10 seconds of CPU time.

**
For example, the difference between the exact solution (0.0022 using the
value of Q from Table 1) and the MAP solution (.002) for Process 1 is due to
the sample size used in MAP; running additional sets of simulations would
bring the MAP value closer to the theoretical value.
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Figure 7. The Cumulative Probability of System Failure vs.
System Operating Time for the Four Processes

too pessimistic. The maintainability estimates that fall on intermediate curves

(Process 3 and particularly Process 4) can b« expected to be more realistic and

therefore represent better estimates of system reliability. The confidence with

which such estimates can be regarded, however, will depend upon future analyses of

the sensitivity of the results to changes in the nature and number of included

phenomena and to the nature and extent of the conditional dependencies that may

exist among these phenomena.
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The most important aspect of Figure 7 is the fact that the differences between

the probability for the time-independent process and the probabilities for the

time-dependent processes (and, indeed, the differences among the probabilities for

the time-dependent processes) are nontrivial for operating times up to 20 hours. At

the end of the simulations, the failure probabilities for the time-dependent proces-

ses are 4 to 20 times as great as the failure probability for the time-independent

process. Furthermore, the time-dependent process with the greatest failure prob-

ability (Process 2) is approximately five times more probable than the time-

dependent process with the least failure probability (Process 3).

Conclusions and Recommendations

The analyses of the simple four-component safety system have been carried out

at levels of increasingly greater complexity (Process 1 through Frocess 4) by suc-

cessively including additional time-dependent phenomena and by including conditional

dependencies. At the last level (Process 4), the maintainability estimates for the

safety system can be regarded as reasonably realistic although the analysis, even

for such a simple system, is by no means exhaustive. For example, it would be quite

reasonable to include the possibility for demand failure after each repair with, as

a result, the additional conditional dependencies that might pertain. Doing so,

however, would contribute little additional support to the demonstration of the

capabilities of MAP. Indeed, the very act of generating the results by which the

four processes can be compared has demonstrated, in principle, that the capabilities

of MAP are sufficient to treat the phenomena of interest.

There are, however, at least three areas in which the capabilities of MAP could

be extended. First, treatment of the statistical aspects of MAP could be improved.

Because MAP uses a Monte Carlo approach, an investigation of variance-reduction
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techniques could lead to improvement in the statistical aspects of the procedure

and, therefore, to the reduction of the time and costs associated with the analysis.

Second, a software interface for translating safety-system fault trees into

maintainability networks could be developed. By making use of computerized descrip-

tions of the topologies of fault trees that are currently used for reactor relia-

bility analyses, the "bounding" maintainability networks for MAP could be obtained

directly by supplying the appropriate interface. Thus, the curves (typified by

those for Processes 2 and 3 on Figure 7) that provide bounds to best-estimate curves

can be obtained directly with little or no network preparation effort on the part of

the analys*. This would result in significant cost savings, since the preparation

of the networks is by far the most time-consuming task in the maintainability

analysis.

Third, a computer "language" could be developed that is specifically tailored

to the application of MAP to reactor safety-system analyses. By tailoring the

language to the problem (that of reactor safety-system analysis), considerable

savings could be expected particularly in regard to analyst time and computer

resources, e.g., storage space and execution time.
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